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The Invitation of Wisdom (vv1-6)

• Her careful and excellent preparations for her guests (vv1-2)

Song of Solomon 8:2 2“I would lead you and bring you Into the house of my 
mother, who used to instruct me; I would give you spiced wine to drink from 
the juice of my pomegranates. 



The Invitation of Wisdom (vv1-6)

• Her careful and excellent preparations for her guests (vv1-2)

• Her passionate and public invitation to those who are foolish and lack 
understanding (vv3-6)

– Change your direction and enter my house of learning (v4a)

– Come and enjoy the bounty of what I have to offer (vv4b-5)

– Leave your ways and let me teach you how to live rightly and walk in the path 
of understanding (v6)



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)
– They shame and insult them

– They rudely belittle them

Proverbs 23:9 9Do not speak in the hearing of a fool, 
For he will despise the wisdom of your words. 



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)
– They shame and insult them

– They rudely belittle them

– They hate them

– Therefore, if a foolish person is settled in not being teachable, it is best to 
leave them alone



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)

• Wise and godly people love those who reprove them (vv8b-9)
– They grow in wisdom from instruction

– They desire to learn by being taught



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)

• Wise and godly people love those who reprove them (vv8b-9)

• Proper reverence for God is the starting point on the pathway of 
wisdom (v10)



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)

• Wise and godly people love those who reprove them (vv8b-9)

• Proper reverence for God is the starting point on the pathway of 
wisdom (v10)



The Teaching of Wisdom (vv7-12)

• Fools harshly treat those who attempt to admonish them (vv7-8a)

• Wise and godly people love those who reprove them (vv8b-9)

• Proper reverence for God is the starting point on the pathway of 
wisdom (v10)

• Wisdom prolongs life (v11)

• Each person is responsible for, and most impacted by, their choices 
(v12)



The Invitation of Folly (vv13-18)

• Her sad state of knowing nothing yet being loud and elevating herself 
(vv13-14)

Luke 14:11 11“For everyone who exalts himself will be humbled, and 
he who humbles himself will be exalted.” 



The Invitation of Folly (vv13-18)

• Her sad state of knowing nothing yet being loud and elevating herself 
(vv13-14)

• Her invitation to those who are foolish and lack understanding (vv15-
16)

– Come and let me teach you the sweetness and delights of the life of 
lawlessness (v17)

• Her ways lead to death (v18)



Reflections

• The way of godly wisdom is the right and more desirable path in life

• How do you respond to correction from others?

• If your life is characterized as being on the path of fools, change direction 
now!

• If you are in Christ:
– Thank the Lord that He called you away from the path of foolishness as a pattern of 

life
– Thank the Lord for His forgiveness for the times you have temporarily slipped back 

into foolish things
– If you have areas that you still highly protect and are defensive to godly correction, 

confess it and fully walk on the pathway of wisdom
– When lovingly correcting foolish people, develop a thick skin, but keep a tender 

heart


